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Voicent's BroadcastByPhone Autodialer is a software-based PC or PDA-based call-
autodialer. It can reach virtually any phone, including those not connected to the
PSTN. The broadcast dialer makes it easy to generate thousands of new contact

numbers on a computer and automatically dial them. The BroadcastByPhone
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Autodialer is a single-user software product. You can use it to dial calls for multiple
contact lists, or to dial a single list repeatedly at different times and dates. Voicent

BroadcastByPhone is an incredibly affordable communications tool. You buy it once
and own it for life. It offers live call transfer, touch-tone opt-out options, leaving
messages, and a Excel-like interface. Voicent BroadcastByPhone includes: Over

40,000 unique contact numbers Web based SMS, Email, Social Media integration
Individual contacts can be kept private or shared publicly Complete records of calls
Built-in caller ID Auto recording, auto-dialing, auto-on, or auto-off Automatic call

forwarding Scripting and system commands Touch-tone call forwarding With
BroadcastByPhone, you'll never miss an important call again. It's perfect for

communications such as telemarketing, customer service, appointment reminders,
event reminder, or fundraising. Learn more at Let Voicent be your single source for
all your call generation needs. Voicent is built by a company that has been providing

business phone and mobile phone solutions for over 10 years. We have grown to
become a global leader in these areas. Today we have over 20 employees worldwide
and are just opening a new office in Hungary. Our product set is designed to solve
your business communication needs, and our support is second to none. At Voicent
we have a deep understanding of the needs of our customers from the beginning of
the sales process to the long-term support needed to keep your business running. A
quick search online will show that many competitors' products can offer Voicent's

functionality but the cost is always more than Voicent. The features, prices and
support will always be better from Voicent. Voicent is known for its affordability and
value added features. In fact, many of our competitors charge more than Voicent, but
their products don't include half of the features that Voicent includes. Please take the

time to contact our support team

Voicent BroadcastByPhone Autodialer (Latest)

An easy-to-use, Excel-like software that allows you to deliver personal calls or leave
answering machine messages in your own voice, or easily have a computer-generated
voice read your message for you. Voicent's BroadcastByPhone is a great way to make

personal phone calls, leave answering machine messages, or use your computer for
busy work. • Takes phone calls and answers them using voice prompts (sign

language, text, etc.) and/or recorded messages • Supports touch-tone opt-out on
outgoing calls • You own your personalized number for life • No setup costs, just pay
for as much time as you need • Voicent's BroadcastByPhone is free and comes with

no setup costs or ongoing fees • Great for personal calls or answering machine
messages • Real-time updates are automatically displayed on your computer •

Voicent's BroadcastByPhone is the perfect solution for: • Government offices • Faith
communities • Schools and Universities • Businesses, nonprofits and NGOs •

Activism • Churches and Maternity • Family and friends • Schools and Universities •
Schools and Universities • Small businesses • Government offices • Faith

communities • Activism • Churches and Maternity • Private schools • Home-based
businesses Voicent's BroadcastByPhone is perfect for political campaigns, direct
mail, fundraisers, communications for non-profit organizations, and religious or

activist organizations. DOWNCRYPT.PROC Description: "Downdcrypt.Pro" is a
tool which requires no special knowledge of encryption. Simply type in a single value

from a variable range, like an employee's Social Security Number or any other
numerical value. The value is then encrypted using a unique key. This "key" is
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published for free download via downdcrypt.org. "Downdcrypt.Pro" makes it
possible to utilize the tool for a wide variety of applications. Any element can be

encrypted (i.e. words, numbers, passwords, date, times, etc.). Although the numerical
value is the only field encrypted, if the tool is used on a secure site, the security of

the data will be maintained. "Downdcrypt.Pro" can be used on any computer running
the Java Runtime Environment (Java 6 or above) for Windows or Macintosh.

Downdcrypt.Pro Description: "Downdcrypt.Pro" is a tool which requires no special
knowledge of encryption. 77a5ca646e
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Voicent BroadcastByPhone Autodialer Crack+ With License Key
(Latest)

The VOIP BroadcastByPhone Autodialer is a powerful piece of software that will
ensure your business or organization is always reachable. You can make outbound
calls from a computer, phone, or another VOIP device. It can be used to call
customers, prospects, and suppliers. Voicent BroadcastByPhone Autodialer is one of
the most feature-packed and affordable communication software in the market. The
Microsoft Excel-like interface and VOIP connectivity make it incredibly easy to use
and learn. To start a broadcast: Connect a VOIP connection, or use your regular
phone lines Record a voice message Click to broadcast now or choose a specific date
and time for a future broadcast Voicent VoIP Broadcaster 2.3.7.0 Free Download
CINNEX/Cinevision Softphone Microsoft Communicator 2006 CINNEX/Cinevision
Softphone Microsoft Communicator 2006 is a handy application that can be used as a
telephone extension, a personal assistant and a conference call system. It is an easy-to-
use and affordable communication tool that helps your business connect with anyone,
anywhere. CINNEX/Cinevision Softphone 2006 works both in your office and on the
road. Free Download Popular Downloads Voicent VoiceMail Express 2006 Voicent
VoiceMail Express 2006 is a powerful voicemail system that is ideally suited for
small or home business. It's capable of answering, sending faxes, playing recordings,
saving notes and backing up your voicemails. It can also integrate with email and
many other Microsoft® Office applications. Voicent VoiceMail Express 2006 is
affordable, easy-to-use and offers many useful features, including support for the
latest Skype. Free Download RingCentral Voicemail RingCentral Voicemail is the all-
in-one, affordable Voicemail system for your business. It's capable of answering,
sending faxes, playing recordings, and saving notes. It's easy-to-use and affordable,
and is able to integrate with your email and many other Microsoft® Office
applications. RingCentral Voicemail is a communications system and service that
works with Skype, Microsoft® Outlook®, and many other applications. Free
Download Voicent VoiceMail 2014 Voicent VoiceMail 2014 is the powerful
Voicemail solution for your business. It offers real-time calls, call forwarding, call
reporting, automated attendant, multilingual support, fax services, message recording,
sending, and

What's New in the Voicent BroadcastByPhone Autodialer?

Voicent BroadcastByPhone offers the simplicity of dial-up SIP trunking, the
reliability of 1-800 connectivity and the wealth of features available in our
commercial VoIP PBX. This is Voicent's best-of-breed communications solution,
with one of the best reputation and quality we have. With Voicent BroadcastByPhone
you get: The only SIP trunking solution to integrate with SIP and H.323 compliant
client softphones Ability to integrate multiple softphones on the same trunk Option to
redirect or forward calls First-rate customer service with a 97% satisfaction rate
Support for Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) as well as regular, analog phone
calls Multiple customer profiles Scalability: If you are not using Voicent's VoIP PBX,
you can set up BroadcastByPhone for one or a handful of phones. You can scale
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easily as your volume grows. And, you can have multiple profiles, such as monthly
fees, so you can set it up for one month and cancel it at the end of the month for less
than the cost of a single monthly fee. Voicemail capabilities Voicemail and fax
capabilities Simplified reporting with Business Monitor Hands-free calling System
Requirements: BroadcastByPhone will work with any Windows-based computer with
a microphone or headset and speakers (or audio device). It works with any telephone,
landline or wireless, that uses a standard U.S. telephone dialing plan. It also works
with any H.323 compliant softphones. Licensing: Do you own a Voicent Dial-up SIP
Trunking Network? You have one license for it. You can install the Voicent
BroadcastByPhone software on up to five devices. Publisher's Description With
Voicent BroadcastByPhone you get: The only SIP trunking solution to integrate with
SIP and H.323 compliant client softphones Ability to integrate multiple softphones
on the same trunk Option to redirect or forward calls First-rate customer service with
a 97% satisfaction rate Support for Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) as well as
regular, analog phone calls Multiple customer profiles Scalability: If you are not
using Voicent's VoIP PBX, you can set up BroadcastByPhone for one or a handful of
phones. You can scale easily as your volume grows. And, you can have multiple
profiles, such as monthly fees, so you can set it up for one month and cancel it at the
end of the month for less than the cost of a single monthly fee. Voicemail capabilities
Voicemail and fax capabilities Simplified reporting with Business Monitor Hands-
free calling System Requirements: BroadcastByPhone will work with any Windows-
based computer with a microphone or headset and speakers (or audio device). It
works with any telephone
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System Requirements For Voicent BroadcastByPhone Autodialer:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Intel® Core i3 (2.8 GHz and above)
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 450/Radeon HD 7870 or above
DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: 2 GB
available space Changelog: 1.6 - Updated DirectX to Version 9 - Added shader
model 6 to enable shader model 2 and 3 effects - Added optional
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